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Hot Carrier Degradation Mechanisn in Si nMOSFETs

T. Tsuchiya, T. Kobayashi and S. Nakajima

NTT Atsugi Electrical Communication Laboratories,

3-1 Wakamiya Morinosato, Atsugi-shi, Kanagawa, 24J-01 Japan

The gate oxide region affeeted by injeeted hot electrons and/or hol-es along the
channel is experimentally det,ermined. The oxide region varies with bias
conditions, and the device degradation rate is eorrelated with the ehange in the
hot-carrier injected region. Based on these results, the following degradation
mechanism is proposedl (i) Tkre degradations in transconduetance, threshold voltage
and subthreshold slope are eaused mainly by trapped-elecfrons, but not generated
interface-states. (ii) Enhanced degradations due to both hot-eleetron and hole
injections are caused by eleetrons trapped in neutral centers produced by hot-hole
injection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deviee degradation caused by hot carrier
injection into the gat,e oxide is a serious problem
in submicron-channel MOSFET|s. It, has been known
that the degradation is due to carrier trapping in
the oxide and/or interfaee-states generation, and
these are correlated with hot electron and,/or hot
hole injections.l)-9) However, it is still
unknown what are the main roles of hot electrons
and holes and which type of carrler has the main
effects in the degradation. The degradations in
transconduetance and threshold voltage reflect the
nature of the gate oxide at and,/or near Si-SiO2
interfaee above the channel portion. Therefore,
in order to clear the degradation meehanism, it is
most important to know which oxide portion hof
electrons and,/or hot holes are injected into.

In this paper, the gate oxide region affected
by injected hot electrons and/or hol-es along the
ehannel is experimentally determined, and the
oxide region is found to vary wit,h bias
eonditions. From these results, the relationship
between the degradation and hot carriers is
elarified, and the degradation meehanism is
proposed.

II. DPERIMENT
Measured nMOSFETrs were fabrieated by poly-Si

gate processes. Effeetive channel lengt,hs were
0.5-1.1pr, source/drain junction depths were
0.25ym, and gate oxide thiekness was 15nm. The
final passivation layer was CVD phosphrous-doped
SiO2. Boron concentration of the ftype substrate

"""-3*1o15em-3. 
Surface boron concentration of

the channel region was 7x1016cm-3. Deviee
characteristics to evaluate the degradation were

A-1-2

measured in reverse mode, that is, wlth the source
and drain inferchanged. Threshold voltage is
defined at 0.1x(W"ggll"gg)pA souree current with
drain voltage of 0.1V, where L"gg and Weff are the
effective channel length and width, respeetively.
The term g* is the maximum transeondueLanee at
drain voltage of 0.1V.

III. OXIDE REGION AFFECTED BY INJECTED

HOT ELECTRONS AND/OR HOT HOLES

The rat,io of substrate current ISUA to source
currenf IS is ehanged during stressing.l0)
ISUB/IS is strongly dependent upon the maximum
Lateral- electric field ELMAX, which is present in
the drain depletion layer inside the drain layer.
The ISU'/IS ehanges during stressing mean the
ehanges in ELl,tlX due to eharges generated in the
oxide above the drain depletion layer inside the
drain 1ayer.10) This oxide region wi1l be called
region f. From the lr,r/f, ehanges (r'(IrUB/IS)
/(ISUB/IS)) after stressing and the reGtioiship
between ISUB/IS and gate voltage VG obtained
before stressing (ISUB/IS monotonically decreases
with increasing V6), equivalent Va shifts (dV1p)
corresponding to the ISUB/IS changes are obtained.
Generated charges Q1 in region f ean be evaluated
by AVIO, because AV1O is considered to be almost
proporfional to Qy/C6y(C61: gate oxide
capacitance). Threshold voltage shifts IVTH due
to hot, carriers in MOSFET operation reflect the
nature of the oxide at and/or near Si-SiO2
interface above the ehannel outside the drain.
This oxide region will be ealled region ff.
Generated charges in region II can be evaluated by
AVTH. Posit,ive (or negative) /VtO and negative
(or positive) AVTH mean that positive (or
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Fig.1 Dependences of stress gate voltage Vg5 on AVlp and

/€,n/$m, L.1g=0.7pm. (a), stress drain voltage VAD=5.0V; (b),
VRO=5.5V. Stress time is 90min.

negative) charges are generated in regions I and

II, respectivery.lo)
The rel-ationship anong stress gate volta$e V46r

AVgr -AVII, A8^/8^ and Iggg in t'he saturation
region are shown in Figs. 1 (a) and (b). Stress
drain voltage VOO is 5.0V in Fig. 1(a) and 5.5V in
Fig. 1(b). Stress time was 90min. From Fig.
1(a), it is found that (i) -AV1U values are
negative for V66(1,3V, and positive for VAG>1.3V'

and (ii) AVTH val-ues are positive in the whole Vg6

region. Negative -/V1p for Vg6(1.3V is associated
with the trapping of holes in region I. The

change in /VfO with increasing VRC can be

explained by a deerease in the number of injeeted
holes and an increase in the ntrnber of injected
electrons into region I, mainly due to the
exponential decrease of the hot-hole injection
ratio and the exponential increase of the hot-
electron inieetitn ratio,11 ) as werr as an

increase in generated hot-electron and hole
nurnber. Thus in region f, hot-hole injection ls
rernarkable for VRC(1.3V and hot-electron injection
becomes more significant than hot-hole injection
as V66 increases beyond 1.3V. The effeet of VRC

on the injection ratios of hot holes and eleet'rons
is related to the changes in the effeetive barrier
height for hot earriers with a distance from the
interface, and the probabillty that hot carriers
will lose energy by collision before they reach
the interfaeel l ) . These are functions ,of the
potential difference between the interface and the
position where hot carriers are present, and the
distance that hot carriers must travel before they
reach the interfaee. With increasine VnO in the
saturation region, the electron eurrent path
becomes shaLl-ower and the hol-e eurrent path
becomes deeper due fo a lower vertical electric
field direeted to the gate near the 6vsin.12)

Therefore, with increasing VAG, the potential
difference 9r, and the distanee XtC for hot,

electrons near the drain should decrease as shoum

in Fig. 2. 0n the other hand, those for hot holes
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Fig.2 Effect of V6 on
distance X1g near the
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the potential defference #1g and
drain in the saturafion region.
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Fie.3
Schenatic diagrams on
electric fields,
injection ratios of
hot carriers and the
amount of hot carriev's
injected into the
interface, along the
channel from the drain
toward the source in
the saturation region.

corresponds fo
(a), corresponds
to (b) in Fig. 1.
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should inerease, conversely" As a result, with
the inerease of Vtt in the saturation region, t'he

injection ratio of hot eleetrons inereases and

that of hot holes decreases. Both of these
parameters ehange not only with VAG, but also
along the ehannel at a fixed VOa. F1g and Xra for
hot el-ectrons near the drain deerease along the
ehannel from the drain toward the source even at a

fixed VAG, due to the decrease in the vertieal
electric field direeted to the gate, and those of
hot holes inerease, eonversely. These changes

l-ead to an inerease in hof-electron injeetion
ratio and a decrease in the hot-hole injection
ratio, along the ehannel from the drain toward the
source with fixed Vn6. As a result, in region II,
hot-eleetron injecfion is more important than hot-
hole injection.

0n the other hand, frcm Fig. 1(b), it is found
that (i) negative -/Vfn values for VAG<1.3V

greatly decrease eornpared with those in Fig. 1 (a),

and (ii) negative /Vtn appears for VAG<1.0V.

These resul-ts indicate that at higher VADr hot

holes are significantly injected into region II in
addition to region I. The effect of bias
conditions on the hot-carrier-injeeted oxide
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Fig.4 V.1.g and I'o degradation ratios dependences upon the
maximum substrate current for each stress drain voltage VOp.

L"g,90.5;:n. Stress time is 45min.

region can be qualitatively explained in the sme
Way as the above, in terms of the ehanges in
eleetric fields and injection ratios of hot
eleetrons and hol-es near the drain as shown in
Fig. 3. At higher V4pr sinee the el-ectron eurrent
path beeomes deeper and the hole curent path
becomes shallower due to a higher vertical
eleetrie field directed to the gaLe near the
drainl2), the injection ratio of hot electrons
deereases, and that of hoL holes increases. Thus,
at V^p higher than a eritical value, hot holes are
significantly injeeted into region II in addition
to region I.

llhen both hot holes and eLectrons are
rernarkably injected into region If, deviee
degradations are enhanced. In Fig. 4 are shown
Vtt and B; degradation ratios vs. the maximum Iggg
for each V4r. As seen in Fig. 4, the degradation
ratios are enhaneed aL V^p higher than 5V as a

eritical value. The critieal drain voltage is
eonsidered to depend upon deviee structure.

It is conel-uded that, in the saturation region,
(i) at V4p Lower than a eritical value, region If
is affected mainly by hot el-ectrons, and hot holes
are mainly injeeted into region I, therefore
device degradations are mainly due to hot
electrons injected into region II, and (ii) at VOO

higher than a critieal value, hot holes are
remarkably injeeted into region II in addition to
region f, and device degradations are enhaneed due
to both hot electrons and holes injected into
region II.

IV. DEGRADATION MECHANISM

In order to elear the hot electron effects on
device degradation, a substrate-hot-electron
injection methodl3) """ used. In this case, hot
electrons are assumed to be uniformly injeeted
into the oxide along the channel. The changes in
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Fig.5 Changes in source current vs. gate voltage after
substrate-hot-electron injecti.on (1) and after subsequent
release (II). Leff=l.1pm. VG, VSUB, Vp and Vg are 6V, -4V,
0V, 0V during the injection, and -3V, CV, 0V, 0V during the
release. Each stress and subsequent release time is 60min.
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Fig.6 Changes in source current vs. gate voltage.
Lo""=0.f,pm. I, after hot-electron injection for 45mi.n
tf*=e.eV' Van=5.5V); fI, after hot-hole injection for 45min
([6=0.6V' Vl-o=S.Svl following the electron injection.

souree eurrent fg vs. V6 after substrate-hot-
eleetron injection (I) and after subsequent
release (II) are shor^m in Fig. 5. VG, VSUB, VU

and V, were 6V, -4V, 0V, 0V during the injection,
and -3V, 0V, 0V, 0V during the release,
respectively. Each stress and rel-ease time was
60min. From Fig. 5, it is seen that the change in
subthreshold characteristies after the injection
is almost a parallel shift along the VG axis.
This resulL indieates that the severest effect of
the injected eleetrons is eleetron trapping, but
not int,erface-states generation, whieh is
supported by the following faets; (i) The
degradation in V1g was more rernarkable than that,
in 8m ( 4vTH/vTH=3}%, Aern/gm=8%) , and (ii)
although degraded g* wds not recovered at all,
degraded V1g was slightly reeovered by the release
(i.e., detrapping of trapped eleetrons).

0n the other hand, for hot-el_eetron injeetion
in MOSFET operation in the saturation region,
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subthreshold-slope S as well as V1g and gm is
remarkably degraded as shourn by curve (I) in Fig.
6. Moreover, hot-hole injection following the
hot-electron injeetion (i.e., eharge cornpensation
of trapped el-ectrons) causes sueh degraded
eharaeteristies to be almost recoveredr os shown

by curve (fI) in Fig. 6. The degradations in S

and g* have been usually considered to be caused

by generated interface-states. However, using a

2-D deviee simulator, it r.ns confirmed thaL by
introdueing localized trapped electrons near the
source (i.e., the reverse mode), the channel under
the trapped eleetrons leaves the Si-SiO2
interface, which l-eads to a decrease in the gate
field effect to the channel. As a result, S and

B* are signifieantly degraded.
Therefore, it is concluded that, the

degradations in Irr V1g and S due to hot-eleetron
injeetion in MOSFET operation are caused mainly by

trapped-el-ectrons near the drain, but not
generated interfaee-states.

Next, hot-hole effeets will be diseussed. The

changes in dVtt and /s/s as a function of time are
shown in Fig. 7. Hot holes are injected into
region II during terms I and IfI, hot electrons
are injected during terms II, W and VI, and

trapped electrons are detrapped during term V. The

ehanges in /V1g and /S/S as a function of time for
only hot-electron injection are shown in the
insert of the figure. From Fig. 7, it is found
that (i) the degradations are significantly
enhanced by electron injectlon following hole
injeetion (I + II), ccrnpared with those for only
el-eetron injection shor^m in the insert, and (ii)
the electron-injeetion-induced degradations are
recovered by subsequent hole injection (II +III),
and el-eetron detrapping (IV + V). These results
indicate that neutral electron-trap-centers are

generated by hot-hole injeetion, and the enhanced

degradation is due to an increase in the anount of
trapped eleetrons. The contribution of interface-
states to the enhanced degradation is extrernely
small.

It is eoncluded that, the enhaneed degradation
due to both hot-hoIe and electron injections is
caused by the increase in the anount of electrons
trapped in neutral- centers produced by hot-hole
injection, but not enhanced interfaee-states
generation.

V. SUMMARY

The gate oxide region affected by injeeted hot
eleetrons and/or holes depends upon bias
eonditions. At drain voltages lower than a

eritieal value, the oxide region above the channel-

outside the drain (region II) is affeeted mainly
by hot el-eetrons, and hot holes are injected into
the oxide above fhe drain depletion layer inside
the drain (region I). Significant hot-hole
injeetion into region II occurs only under drain
voltages higher than the critical va1ue. The

degradations in Vlgr 8ro and subthreshold slope are
caused mainly by localized trapped-electrons in
region If, but not generated interface-states.
Enhanced degradation appears when both hot-
electrons and holes are injected into region II,
and it is caused by electrons trapped in neutral
trap centers produced by hot hole injection.
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